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About This Game
Enter a world where nothing is as it seems... and adventure knows no bounds!
Journey to an island world eerily tinged with mystery... where every rock, every scrap of paper, every fleeting sound holds a clue
to an ancient mystery. Enter, if you dare, a starkly beautiful landscape shrouded in intrigue and injustice. Only your wits and
imagination hold the power to unlock the shocking betrayal of ages past!
Lose yourself in fantastic virtual exploration, now more compelling than ever in the stunning Myst® Masterpiece Edition.
Breathtaking graphical realism blurs the line between fantasy and reality, challenging your wits, instincts, and powers of
observation like never before. The fantasy beckons... can you resist its call?
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A solid indie shoot-'em-up by Astro Port, makers of fine mecha games such as Supercharged Robot Vulkaiser, Gigantic Army,
Steel Strider, and this. They also made Satazius, which... *cough*
Anyway, Armed Seven takes a lot of visual cues from Assault Suits Valken, which was released here as Cybernator for the
SNES. However, it's a horizontally scrolling shoot-'em-up instead of a run-and-gun shooter. Unusually enough for a Japanese
shooter, you have a "life bar", but it replenishes very slowly and gives a fairly long invincibility period after you're hit, making it
essentially a retheme of the one-hit-and-you're-dead mechanics found in much of the genre. As with most shooters, it's fairly
short at 7 stages long, but it's fairly difficult and very replayable.
Probably the biggest point of difference this game has from the rest of the genre is the ability to choose your weapons from a
choice of four main guns, four subweapons that fire along with your main gun, and one special weapon that requires charging.
"Better" main weapons cause the special weapon to take longer to charge, so you have to choose whether you want a more
effective normal shot or to be able to use your special weapon more often. The major problem I have with this is that many of
the weapons seem fairly useless to me, and I generally just end up using the submachinegun as a main weapon, either the rockets
or the cluster shot as a subweapon, and either the beam cannon or the guided missile launcher as a special weapon. This isn't
quite so bad for normal gameplay, but several of the achievements require you to beat each difficulty mode repeatedly using
each of the 12 weapons at least once, so be warned if you care about that.
All in all, it'd be hard for an Astro Port game that isn't Satazius to not earn my recommendation, so Armed Seven gets a thumbs
up from me.
(Note: I originally owned this game on Direct2Drive when it was released by Curious Factory, so my total playtime is somewhat
longer than my Steam playtime.). Alright, I've played my fair share of Pizza Titan Ultra and I honestly can't recommend it.
The idea and artwork and universe are very appealing and noteworthy, but the final end-product gameplay leaves something
to be desired. I wish that weren't the case, because a modern Crazy Taxi with a giant mech sounds super cool.
Essentially, you are delivering pizzas to buildings around the landscape. You can simply aim for high score, or do missions
that have alternate goals such as doing a certain amount of city damage and such. Powerups include extra time, money, and
pizza toppings. There is a very cool pizza making mini-game.
Pros:
+Really neat idea; I wish it were more addicting
+There is enough content to merit the asking price
+Customizing the mech is cool
Cons:
-While there were moments where I was having fun, overall this is skippable
-Needs some more graphics options (I think Vsync), because it makes my gaming rig scream
-While I appreciate that the camera is fixed (makes things simpler), sometimes I wish I could swivel it
This isn't flaming garbage by a long shot - it's a really neat idea that I just wish was a bit more addictive.. One of the VR
titles I recommend most. Simple and delightful with a wonderful sense of dimentionality and kineticism; it hits many of the
marks that VR seems purpose built for.. Ummmmmmmmmmmm..... I wish I didn't have to pick if I recommend this game.
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I was really having fun, loving the animation and style of play. I won with 3 characters left in the 1st part. "Congrats, you
lose a level". This displeases me so much that I would like to not recommend the game. I understand, I started at level 14, but
this feels like there is ♥♥♥♥ery all over it. It's like getting crabs from a Batchelor party. You went in with the best intentions
but the best man gave you his Tijuana crabs. With no butter.
If that's your kind of game.. here you are. The perfect game of all preparation and no H.
. "Nemesis perspective has all the perspective, its a kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665journey
into\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665kicking, when u are the giant you just wanna smash that little bumble bee, and when
your that bumble bee you just want to smash that gaint, if the gaint catches you the prick will try to drown you in the pond,
make sure you leave some bombs for his\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 all in all for 5$ i give it a
ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.... 7 or and 8 not sure which though" - daddy. This game is simple yet fun. It is in many ways like a
tycoon except with adventure aspects. It handles the concept in a way that makes it fun to progress. The only problems this
game has is the lack of more islands to explore and the amount of things you can be assaigned to do. I think there definitely
should be some more updates that add more islands and more tasks that can be assaigned, as in from a shop manager or a
recruitment center manager. Overall It's worth the money and it's a fun game.. Did you play Space Invaders on Atari? Are
you a fan of games that get exponentially more difficult as time goes on? Do you want to have to adapt and vary your
playing style? A yes to any of the questions and Darwin's Demons is right for you.. I think The Edgelands (TE) is best
described as an interactive story, and in many aspects it's similar to Kentucky Route Zero -- a psychedelic journey in a reality
that used to be our reality but then made some strange choices in its life.
There are interactions with various objects and NPCs but, I think, only two puzzles that aren't completely straightforward.
Those interactions are always narrated in a way that has a feel of an old-school text adventure, in equal parts businesslike,
ornate and tongue-in-cheek, and the writing is excellent throughout. The in-game texts aren't too verbose, and the dialogs are
quite short.
TE's stylized graphics are somewhat similar to pixel art, mixing higher-resolution stylized shapes with some lower-resolution
elements in the backgrounds.
TE has lots of subtle animated details. There's always something to look at, such as various creatures reacting to the
protagonist (the girl? the Stranger?) or just going about their business. Or some subtle or not-so-subtle changes in the
surroundings.
The setting, the mysterious places and creatures, the writing, the graphics and the animations really come together to produce
what I think is one of the best short interactive story games.
What you might not like:
- TE doesn't bother having a reason for the journey or an overarching story. The game is more like a collection of stages
- sometimes it looks like the protagonist or the animals are moving sideways (that is, facing slightly the wrong way when they
move)
- walking is rather sluggish. It's really tied to the design of the game though, as the player is supposed to see things
happening while walking. And the fact that there's always something to look at (have I said that already?) helps
- I can easily imagine the reactions to the game's soundtrack varying from "Superb use of electronic music" to "Why does it
make those strange sounds at me?"
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Fun escape room.
My full play through . Pure platformy goodness with alot of loot and bright simple art style.
I'm having alot of fun so far. If the dev had added a map editor I'd pay $10
for this but for $2 you more than get your $'s worth.
10\/10 for this type of game.
Make a sequel Dev, add a map editor (maybe an enemy editor or weapon editor)
and take more of my money. ;). The best in the series, I think this is one of the best tactical RPGs I've ever played. It has a great
mix of oldschool RPG style and modern features.
For those unfamiliar with the series: There are shapers and rebels (and some other factions I won't spoil). Shapers create life and
bend creatures to their will. They have great power through their wealth, armies, and special shaping knowledge. They're pretty
much gangsters though, ruthlessly ruling their lands with an iron fist. Side with them and they will bend you to their will, but
offer riches and powerful knowlege as rewards. The rebels, on the other hand, are sick of the shapers and more equalitarian in
their rule - granting rights to shaped creations. They don't have the resources of the shapers but offer freedom and a sort of
morally enabled good nights sleep. there are a bunch of other forces in play too.
Tread the world of geneforge carefully, forming alliances, gaining skills, creating an army of followers, and generally becoming
a badass. Great replayability.. Great start so far! I've played a lot of VR games and the mechanics these guys have dreamt up is
new, fun, and really innovative. You can hand parkour around, jet around like Ironman, and even fly around like a flappy bird,
amongst others. I can tell the movement system will have some depth to mastering and probably boil down to personal
style\/preference. I didn't get to test out a lot of the weapons on live targets but I look forward to seeing how movement, spells,
and weapons will balance out. I enjoy games like Quake and UnrealTournament where movement is equally important as
shooting and Sweaty Palms seems similar but in VR.. Short Version => Buy it.
Long version => Purchase it and Praise Sigmar.
Amazing when playing with friends and still fun to play alone.
I'm at over 200h playing without mods, the game is definitely worth it.
The DLCs are pretty cheap and give you access to new weapons (for the latest DLC) which are very cool (especially Sienna's,
Victor's and Bardin's) and new maps.
Very nice challenges as well, plus one game mode that changes weekly.
I had never played the first one, but fell in love with the music from the trailer (Norsca Attacks) for the second one which made
me buy it on the spot.
If you're still hesitating, well even the community is great so you'll always have someone to guide you through the levels and
even help you power up all your caracters.
A must have for eveyone who loves battling through immense hords and make it out alive with team work and adrenaline.
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